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 Just one week ago, we celebrated Palm Sunday.  The noise of the crowd was exhilarating.  
They were shouting, “Blessed is the king who comes in the name of the Lord!  Peace in heaven 
and glory in the highest heaven!” (Luke 19:38).  And the disciples were right beside him, 
walking together, standing tall, taking courage and gaining heart by walking together.  On the 
road together, the crowd and the disciples were so close, so confident, so loud, that some 
Pharisees in the crowd said to Jesus, “Teacher, order your disciples to be stop.”  Jesus did not 
bow to their pressure; instead, he answered, “I tell you, if these were silent, the stones would 
shout out” (Luke 19:39-40). 
 

It was a heady day.  The celebration of a new king coming into the capitol city.  Palm 
branches waving.  A subtle but defiant whack at the pretender who thought he was in power.  
Pilate with his military parade.  They were on the road, Jesus and his followers, and watch out 
world. 

 
 This Thursday night, a group gathered here, and we heard a long reading of some of the 
things that happened between that loud protest march of Palm Sunday and this morning's story.  
Beginning with Judas looking for an opportunity to betray Jesus "when no crowd” would be 
present (Luke 22:6). 
 
 The "chanting, cheering dizzy crowd" that we sang about on Palm Sunday - Judas knew 
that there would come a time when the crowd would go home, when Jesus would be vulnerable, 
when try as the disciples might to protect him, Jesus would be alone.  And we heard the story 
unfold. 

 
After the Last Supper, Jesus and the disciples went together to the Mount of Olives.  The 

disciples were there with him, but then Jesus walked off alone.  He was on his own.  About a 
stone's throw away.  That lonely walk left him open for prayer, but vulnerable to the powers of 
evil at work in the world. 

 
We can scarcely bear to hear how the events unfolded after that.  Of capture, abandoment 

from his friends, a sham trial, an execution.  And the disciples, the ones who had found so much 
strength in his teachings and actions, who had found a community of faith and friendship, who 
had shared so many meals and moments . . . were left to wonder what might have been and to 
worry about what would happen next. 

 
Now the scene opens on a dusty road.  They had heard the rumors.  How would the 

Easter news spread today?  An isolated tweet, an excited but vague Facebook post, still 
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unconfirmed on all the major news feeds?  These two had heard the rumors - but they also knew 
that the world is full of things dreamt for, too good to be true. 

 
They were trying to regain a sense of moving forward into the future.  Heading home afte 

the week in Jerusalem.  Trying to start over now that Jesus was dead and gone.  The writer Anne 
Lamott once asked a friend how they were going to survive a difficult time.  His response was, 
"left foot, right foot, left foot, breathe."1  There they were, the two of them, putting one foot in 
front of another, walking on a dusty road to Emmaus. 

 
The two are walking together - but kind of alone, if you know what I mean.  They are 

talking occasionally, but they seem lost in their thoughts, lost in their grief.  Grief can do that to 
you.  When suddenly they are joined by a stranger. 

 
 We know it before they do.  Jesus is on the road again.  Now some of you who were here 
last week have been looking forward to me breaking into song.  I don't think I can do Willie 
Nelson.  I know, I know, some of you are saying that I really couldn't do Sinatra, but that didn't 
stop me in one of my first sermons here at Central.  If he were here, Willie would sing. 

 
 On the road again.   
 I just can't wait to get on the road again 
 The life I love is makin' music with my friends 
 And I can't wait to get on the road again. 
 
We have twenty/twenty hindsight, of course.  The gospel writer has tipped his or her 

hand.  We know that it is Jesus who has joined them, but for all they know, he is an uninformed 
stranger.  And they are sad, caught up in their grief over what they had experienced in the last 
few days.  Grief is a strange animal.  As I often warn people, it is unpredictable.  The suddenness 
of grief can have you so focused on inside stuff, internal feelings and memories.  Grief can keep 
you looking backward and inside.  And so it is a shock when this stranger appears and joins 
them.  Almost maddening.  When you lose someone you love it feels like everyone else in the 
entire world should know that shocking news and everyone should feel as if the spinning of the 
earth itself is under threat.  And this stranger seems to have no inkling about who they are and 
why they are so sad.  And keeps interrupting their thoughts and their grief. 

 
The stranger does not stay silent, but asks them, "What are you discussing with each 

other while you walk along?"  And Luke tells us that, “They stood still, looking sad.  Then one 
of them, whose name was Cleopas, answered him, "Are you the only stranger in Jerusalem who 
does not know the things that have taken place in these days?"”  (Luke 24:17-18). 

 
Jesus starts off a bit strong with them.  "Oh, how foolish you are, and how slow of heart 

to believe all that the prophets have declared!"  (Luke 24:25).  Ouch.  Maybe that is the gospel 
writer putting those words in his mouth.  After all, the narrator has made it clear to us, to the 
readers who this stranger is even if the two disciples on the road journey don't yet understand.  
Or maybe this stranger is trying to shock them into actually seeing them.  Whatever the reason 
for this sharp opening, Jesus then becomes more patient and teaches them.  That true love does 
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not always result in a grand victory.  That the Messiah, God's anointed one, would have to suffer.  
They have been learning - but they still don't know who he is. 

 
Until they get to what they think is the end of their journey.  Back to their home.  And 

they invite him in for hospitality and food.  Jesus had that way - they might have thought they 
were hosting him, but that is not quite what happens.  For right there in their house, Jesus takes 
bread, and blesses it, and breaks it.  And then, only then, the Gospel says, their eyes were opened 
and they recognized him.  In the breaking of the bread (Luke 24:31). 

 
They had been companions on a long, dusty journey.  And now they are companions in 

the true sense of the word.  The English "companion," the Spanish "companero," the Italian 
"compagno" all come from the Latin meaning "with whom one eats bread."2 

 
They get to what they thought would be the end of their journey.  They have reached their 

destination, they are home.  Instead, they find themselves back at the beginning.  Understanding 
the stories and the possibilities.   

 
At the end of one of his complex poems, T. S. Eliot writes "in my end is my beginning."3  

These resurrection stories function like a repeat sign in a piece of music.  They send us back to 
the beginning.  Back to Jesus walking along the road, calling disciples.  To help us to hear 
themes and phrases, the breaking of the bread, of hearts being warmed, of hospitality being 
offered and accepted.   

 
When you have experienced death, there is a temptation to hold on to a bit of your heart.  

You know now how much you can be hurt, so you hold on to a piece of your heart.  And you 
love a little less.  You hold on to a piece of your heart, and so you get a little less involved.  You 
hold on to a piece of your heart, and so you hope for less and expect the worst.  You save up 
your money, more than you would ever need for a rainy day, and become a little less generous.  
But that is not what they would do. 
 

As quickly as he had appeared, after the breaking of the bread Jesus vanishes from their 
sight.   So they push back their chairs and that same hour, Luke says, they got up and put their 
sandals back on and hit the road again.  This time right back to Jerusalem, back to the gang, back 
to the other disciples.  To spread the resurrection rumor, to rekindle hope, to continue the work 
of God in this world. 
 

The message of Easter, told first to these two on the road to Emmaus and then to us, is 
“Jesus is back on the road again.”  He's getting the band back together, to quote the Blues 
Brothers.  And we are all invited. 
 

So maybe it is time for us to push back our chairs and launch a new journey.  The 
Chinese philosopher Laozi says that “the journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”  
So let’s get started.  Let us love fully again – holding nothing back.  Do not wait for the time to 
be just right before you act out the Easter promise.  Do not hold on to the best part of yourself, 
keeping it in reserve.  Get on the road again and embrace the unknown future.  Give yourself, the 
best of yourself, today.  Give yourself, the best of yourself, to those you love.  Give yourself, the 
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best of yourself, to those causes that are near to God’s heart and bring peace and justice and 
beauty into this world.  For Jesus Christ is on the road again.   
 

Alleluia!  Christ is risen!  Christ is risen indeed! 
 

                                                 
1 Anne Lamott, Plan B:  Further Thoughts on Faith  (New York:  Riverhead Books, 2005) 5. 
2 Maria Khodorkovsky, "The Etymology of Companion," on the "Beyond Words Language Blog," 
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3 I remain grateful to the Rev. John Buchanan for his marvelous Easter sermons he preached at Fourth Presbyterian 
Church in Chicago, and for his 2006 sermon "In the End Is the Beginning," which cites T. S. Eliot's poem, East 
Coker. 


